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Affiliates of our company currently operate 18 tailings storage facilities (TSFs), 16 in the U.S. and two in Peru, and
manage 58 in the U.S. that are inactive or reclaimed. Our inventory of TSFs comprises 13 active and 52 inactive or
reclaimed facilities with an upstream design, five active and five inactive with a centerline design, and one reclaimed
facility with a downstream design. After a detailed review of corporate records, we have recently increased the number
of reported facilities to account for legacy operations that were reclaimed several decades ago.
We recognize that the failure of tailings and other impoundments at any of our mining operations could cause
severe - and in some cases catastrophic - property and environmental damage and loss of life. Many of our tailings
impoundments are located in areas where a failure has the potential to impact individual dwellings, and a limited
number of impoundments are in areas where a failure has the potential to impact nearby
communities or mining infrastructure. As a result, our programs take into account the
significant consequences resulting from a potential failure, and we apply substantial financial
Read supporting
resources and technical resources, both internal and external, to materially reduce the
data on our
likelihood of failures.
Tailings

Management

Our Tailings Management and Stewardship Program was launched in 2004 and has evolved
and Stewardship
significantly over the last 15 years. Today, through the Program, we employ substantial
Program.
engineering expertise, technological monitoring, and local and corporate management
oversight to validate these facilities are designed, built, operated and monitored to minimize
risk to employees, neighboring communities and the environment. T hese safeguards
generally fall within four categories: (1) engineering and design; (2) rigorous adherence to construction and operational
parameters through monitoring; (3) multi-tiered oversight; and (4) adherence to practices grounded in continuous
improvement and learning from past experiences, including industry failures.
We also implement the core elements from International Council on Mining and Metals Position Statement on Preventing
Catastrophic Failure of Tailings Storage Facilities published in December 2016: accountability, responsibility and
competency; planning and resourcing; risk management; change management; emergency preparedness and
response; and review and assurance.
We have a strong commitment from our Board of Directors and executive management team to provide the necessary
resources to protect safety. While we believe our Tailings Management and Stewardship Program is robust and mitigates
risks, we continue to identify opportunities for continuous improvement in all aspects of our Program. Our corporate
culture is to communicate critical information upward so that important matters are identified, evaluated and acted upon.

Unique Aspects of Tailings Dams
In 2018, we produced approximately 324 million tons of tailings and 371 million metric tons of waste rock. TSFs are
uniquely engineered structures, with embankments often constructed from the tailings material itself. TSFs have two
primary purposes: to store the tailings in perpetuity and to reclaim as much water as possible to be reused in the
metallurgical extraction process. Unlike water dams, which are designed and built to their ultimate capacity before any
water is placed in the adjoining reservoir, tailings dams are constructed as the reservoir is filled over the life cycle of the
mine, so that the facility is constructed and filled at the same time, generally taking many years to reach completion. T he
primary risks associated with managing tailings relate to structural stability, water balance, geochemistry, water quality
and dust generation.
In October 2018, ICMM's Council of CEOs approved an aspirational goal for tailings: "We agree to work collectively to
advance progress over the next 10-15 years toward developing superior and cost-effective alternatives to conventional
wet tailings storage facilities." Objectives associated with the aspirational goal include identifying alternative methods
of mineral recovery to significantly reduce and/or eliminate the generation of tailings waste as well as promoting
development of technologies to remove moisture from tailings. We will continue to work with our industry peers on these
ambitions, with a particular focus on the inherently significant challenge around scalability of solutions for our large-scale
operations. For example, our Cerro Verde concentrator operates throughputs over 400,000 metric tons per day, and we
operate several mills with capacities exceeding 100,000 metric tons per day.
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